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"The time I spend with George
Fox students is enjoyable and
rewarding. It's dangerous to
single out one or even several
people and events for
recognition. This year has been
filled with wonderful events;
teaching a class in the
freshman engineering course,
talking with students about
leadership, watching athletic
contests, throwing out the
Brum Junior, sumo wrestling
on Serve Day, being at theatre
and music events, and using a
senior student's original
painting for the president's
Christmas card are just some of









The body is a unit, though it is made up of many parts;
and though all its parts are many, they form one body. So
it is with Christ.
- 1 Corinthians 12:12
What's Bruin?
A Star Visits GFU
Lacey Stroda and Gumby strike a pose
before a basketball game. (Or was it
Gumby 1 s girlfriend?)
It's All Good
Katie Russo and Lori Schlott sit back
while their brother floor, Edwards 3,
makes them a nice dinner.
*
We ARE Manly Men
Nate McDonell, Nate
Holmes, and Brandon
Wallace show what it
takes to be "manly men."
With these three
superheroes not even the
mat is safe.
Mm Mm Good!
"What do you mean I can't have this popsicle?"
Bethany Crosiar shows just why she won't let go of
this tasty treat.
Living together in one community to
form a body...
We join this community, some of us
jnsure of what we want to do with our
fves. We learn how to live with twenty
:>ther people, we learn who we can talk
:o, we learn why we are here. When we
eave George Fox University we hope to
lave a better understanding ofthe world
around us. This understanding comes
rom the people around us, the stories
we hear, and the experiences we have.
Whether you watch or play at an ath-
etic event, watch or entertain at a play,
ire studying in the rose garden, or are
leaded to a meal at Bon Appetit, you
ire enjoying a few parts of the George
:ox community. When you look back at
'our time here at Fox and think about
'What's Bruin?" we hope you will re-







"The attacks on America ushered in a global
reality. Whether we as a people can agree on a
solution to terrorism is beside the point This
issue has now become personal. It is now our
terror/'
— Michael Noble
"Even when I saw the news coverage on TV, it
didn't seem real. It was a horrible tragedy, but
it didn't really register. I felt like I was watching
a movie, trying to figure out what had
happened. It didn't hit until the next day
when I was in my car and I heard on the radio
about some of the victims. Who they were,
what their dreams were, what they were like.
Then I just felt this overwhelming rage at
whoever would destroy those dreams and lives.
That's when it became real for me."
— Shawna Buchanan
The Breaking of the Day
I awoke to find the world's apart
And heaven is bleeding straight from its heart
The messengers shout, "these times are dire"
As the children weep before the pyre
There's a man who demands a reckoning
There's a woman who asks but there's no answering
There's a tribe that sings this a joyous song
There's a king who vows to amend this wrong
I gaze at the world at the break of day
But I can't see the sun through the red, red rain
Whenever it clears it won't be the same
*Cause we will awake to a break in the day
I feel as if I'm moving through a dream
I can't believe this is reality
So very close and yet so far away
We're trying to live through a broken day
It's easy to say that it's all for you
But I wonder if this is what you'd do
Is this our device and are we to blame?
Did we somehow ask to receive this pain?
And I stand here again at the break of day
If truly this is a dream then I will pray
That I will fall asleep and the Lord will make
A better world for me when I awake
And I don't know what Father Time will bring
On the morrow it could be anything
But to those who wanted to see us fall
We will prove you wrong, we will show you all
Never forget about the breaking today
But we will not be bound we will break away
Just think of all the new dreams that we will make
But when I awake the memory remains.
— Justin Loh
"The aftermath of these events is not unlike a scar. At
first the wound is grotesque, but over time signs of healing
begin to show. In time the wound heals but the scar
remains. History is the scar that reminds us of things past.
And nobody seeks to repeat injuries nor re-open old
wounds.
From the pieces of the past, from the ashes of the
innocent, I see a flower grow. We were hurt today and we
feel only the pain; the only thing that's real. Lamentably,
our kind has seen this transpire before. Only the faces and
methods have changed. Surely as the sun set yesterday,
evil will conspire in the night to cast its shadow on the
morrow. And so we remain ever vigilant, such is the price
of freedom. Such is the charge of being human. Though
we stumble and fall, we still rise. Though we are broken,
bruised, and forsaken, we still rise. Such is the essence of
the human spirit.
As the flower grows, we will pick up the pieces.
We will carry on. Because that is what we do."
— Justin Loh
had already enlisted in the United States
larine Corps in July. The attacks came not a
Duple months later. Naturally, it put a
ifferent spin on my committment. Before, the
lea of war or an attack on America was an
Dstract concept that I never took seriously,
ut now, here it is, and here I am, waiting. My
fend who did not go to college got a call
jtting his delayed enlistment short by a
onth, and I have many friends already in. It is
range to think that I and others of our
deration are now a part of the tradition of
)ung men that will fight and die as our
5untry calls, especially now that our nation is
: war. September 1 1 brought life into a new
srspective."
Jesse Atay
^s soon as reality sunk in, I realized that life as we knew it was never going to be the same. This helped me realize how
nited my thinking is as an American. I thought this is the end of the world. God will be coming back anytime soon,
len I realized that this kind of stuff happens everyday as a normal part of life in the middle east and I hardly ever gave








It was a time for goodbyes and a time of new
beginnings: Freshman Orientation, the
anticipated first college experience. For some it
was a weekend of excitement and for others the
weekend of that dreaded goodbye. For most it
turned out to be a great experience, meeting
new people and enjoying a new beginning.
You Know You're a
Freshman When....
"Your mom sends you a care package a
week into your first semester full of
items she had already bought you two
of before you left home."
— Sarah Myhre
"You still call the professors
'teachers'."
— Mohique Brown
"You still call home every millisecond






























"You're starving and your only source
of food is 'the bone'."
— Kellie Thomas
Saying Goodbye
Right: Goodbyes are never easy, asJulie
Bordner and her family learn during the




explores her options on how to
get involved on campus. The
activity fair has become an
annual tradition giving new
students a chance to find out
what our community is about.
A New Home
Above: "Where am I going to put everything?"
wonders freshman Ryan Pace as he begins to
unpack and realizes this is where he will be living





























The George Fox Community is made up of
everyone, but throughout the year each
individual class is involved in their own
activities. This creates class spirit and unity
and celebrates the uniqueness of each
group.
Why is your class the
best?
"I am proud to be a freshman because we
are in a position where we have the next
three years of college to trust God with."
— Lutomia Kuto
"Because we are the first group who has
been able to beat the seniors at the bruin
brawl and because we have by far the most
class spirit.
"
— Chris Kelley (SO)





































Right: Chen* Spading, Megan H inkle,
Jenny Vollmer, Jennifer Roos, Aaron
Sherwood, Katie Metier, Matt Gmur,
Melissa Matthews, andJoann Whittaker
all participate in the "ha ha game".
Class Reps
Above: (l-r): Back; Carlos
Stevenson (JR), Heidi
Hardenburger (VP), David
Crisman (JR). Front: Nate
Paisley (SR), Megan Hinkle (FR),
Heather Cramer (SR), Melissa
Matthews (FR), Rachel Cook
(SO), Brandon Goff (SO).
Junior Murder Mystery Dinner
Above: Tim Hamilton h escorted in to the




























































All work and no play makes the life of any
college student dull indeed. To counter
this, the ASC Activities Committee
sponsors fun Friday night events
throughout the year, including themed
dances.
What was your favorite
dance, and why?
"I liked the 70s dance the best There
was a lot more participation at that
one.
- Fernanda Ramirez
"The Country Hoedown was foot-
stompin' good!! Plus, I got to wear
my fancy duds!!"
- Matt Higgins
"I think my favorite was the 70s
dance, mostly because so many
people participated in it and went all
out with the costumes and dancing/'
-Jessica Tessen
Boot Scoot
Right: Beth Royal, Becky Rumsch, and
iharia Hays show off their western attire and
smile brightly for the camera at the Holiday
Hoedown, where everyone enjoyed learning
how to square dance.
Friday Night Fever
Above: Perched on a ledge in
the EH5 atrium, Ben Salisbury
andJohn Macy show off their
moves and smile for the camera




Above: Stephen Keck and Carrie Sullins
show off their moves to Brandon Wallace and
Carol Blackburn at the Salsa Dance in the
































By organizing activities and games, the ASC
Activities Committee gives students a
chance to take a study break, spend time
together in a positive environment, and
































l love the Fly Me carnival; next year
my roomate Mirsade and I are winnin
the trip to Disneyland!!!"
— Heidi Coley
"I really appreciate the heart and
effort that Courtney Heck and her
committee put into the activities."
— Nate Greenland
"It's great to work with the activities
committee because they work hard




Right:Jeff Kirksey sits in while Andrew
Garrett seems to enjoy being the center of
attention. In Bunko the objective is to move
to the front table. This is accomplished by
rolling the highest number with the dice.
Hawaii Night
Above: To show prospective
students what a great place GFU is,
and to give an opportunity for
students to have a good time, the
activities committee organized a
luau in the gym. Andrew Paine
appears to be winning the Limbo.
Fish "R" Us?
Above: With a grimace and a lot of
determination, Maia Nesse consumes a goldfish.
The motivation was unclear, but this was a part of






























As college students, music is a part of our
everyday lives. Whether it is watching a
Bebo Norman concert or laughing at our
friends during the Lip Sync contest, the
Activities Committee has given us many





























































Right: Willy Wonka, aka Tyson Gilmore,
and Collin McKinney remind us of what it
was like to dream of a world full of sweets and
laughter during the lip sync contest The duo's
performance took second place.
Activities Committee
Above: (l-r): Back: Maia Nesse,
Jennifer Graff Courtney
Heck, Kim Dittler, and Sarah
Walden. Middle: Laurel Starr,
Missy Davis, Brooke Van
Winkle. Front: Scott Alvey and
Matt Higgins.
Rained Out
Above: On a rare, rainy day in September, the
planned BBQ and Concert was rained out and
moved inside so the student band Freedom could



































During the holiday season, the George Fox
campus is full of sights, sounds, and smells
which commemorate Christmas. The all-
campus lighting ceremony and the festivities
which followed provided a chance for
students and employees to gather together to
celebrate the birth ofJesus.
Christmas Events
Hay rides were given on horse-drawn
wagons, which traveled throughout
the campus.
ESC became the center of fellowship
with plenty of cookies, hot drinks, and
music provided by DaySpring and the
Brass Choir.
A live Nativity Scene provided a
beautiful backgroud for pictures to be
taken.
In EHS photos with Santa were
offered while the Handbell Ringers
and Bel Canto Choir performed.
Once everyone had their fill of
cookies, cocoa, and music many
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"Try This One!
Right: Leslie Shankland feeds Cristina
Reyes a bite of a cookie. Many of these
homemade cookies were baked by student
volunteers under the direction of professor
Terrie Boehr.
Christmas Carols
Above: DaySpring shared their
musical talent by performing
Christmas carols in the Stevens
Center, adding to the festive,
joyous atmosphere created by
cookies, hot drinks, and a
Christmas tree.
Don't Let it Blow Out!
Above: Laura Thomas, Ryan Speer, and
Josalyn Bruce shield their candles from the
weather in an attempt to keep the flame lit during


































Classes can be a lot more than just sitting in
class, listening to lectures, taking tests, and
writing papers. Here are some fun non-



























































Right: Mark Terry shares his passion for art
and for teaching by providing hands-on
training and guidance for Marcy Walter and
Jonathan Melot as they learn the
fundamentals of ceramics.
Out of the Ordinary
Above: Water aerobics instructor
Barb Lutsock leads Emily
Nichols, Heather Ferguson,
Rachel Moskowitz, Demetria
Medina, and Rie Sato. Her goal is
to provide a fun atmosphere in
which "students leave more relaxed
than when they came in."
Outdoor Experience
Above: MarkJohnson leads Nate
Chamberlain in experiencing nature without the
use of sight during a hands-on learning day in "The
Christian and the Outdoors."

































































Classes involve more than just homework.
Interactive professors and fun activities
make the classes more interesting and the
hard work more bearable.
Favorite
Professors












Right: Terri Boehr joins right in for the fun
of cooking as she teaches Melissa Stuewe




Above: Getting their hands
right in, Sarah Camp and
Natalie Ashley learn from
professorJeff Duerrjust which
part is which in one of their
biology labs.
School CAN be Fun and Games
Above: Michelle Johnson teaches students
David Duran, Lisa Misek, and Allison Hayes

































As any college student knows,
student/professor interaction is a key
factor in successful learning.
Who is your favorite
professor? . .
.
"Tim Tsohantaridis — He has a very down-
to-earth knowledge of the Bible and his
Greek background gives him a unique
insight to biblical history."
— Katie Anderson
"Becky Ankeny — She's hilarious! She's so
laid back about class but yet so
knowledgeable about literature."
— Jessica Lebold
"Caitlin Corning - She makes history fun
and interesting to learn, and she makes
you excited to want to know things."
— Krissi Carson
"Brent Wilson — Brent has a wonderful gift
in teaching. He is not afraid to stray from


















































Right: Caitli'n Corning is often named as
a favorite history professor. Her teaching
style makes her classes interesting as history
comes alive and becomes a fun subject.
Personal Attention
Above: Karen Hostetter and
Jill Barram work in the athletic
training room improving
techniques. The training room is
run by certified trainers such as
Karen as well as the athletic
training students.
Captive Audience
Above: Kimberly Kaiser, CarrieJo Vincent,
Leslie Shankland, and Andrew Berube
intently watch from the audience to help the


































There are many opportunities to grow
spiritually here at George Fox. While some
of these offer Spiritual Formation credit,
other activities, featured on this page, are
participated in simply for the personal
growth to be gained.
Top 10...
Meaningful Spiritual Growth



























































Right: (l-r): Top: Megan McCoy, Annelies
Van Brocklin, Christine Shaw, Kyle
Welstad, Martha Glover, Gregg Lamm.
Bottom: Carly Page, Nate Greenland,
Catherine Hinchcliff This committee
organizes on-campus ministries.
Girl Bonding
Above: Kelly Bilinksi leads
the women's-only Bible study,
"The Core," held Friday
mornings at 7 in the Foxhole.
The group uses the Bible as their
only text and began with the
book ofJames.
A Quiet Moment
Above: Reflecting students sit with their heads
bowed during a Sunday night "Over the Edge"
service in Heacock Commons. This particular






























l think intramurals are a great way for all of
us washed up high school stars to show how






"Intramurals are a time of fellowship
and spiritual growth due to teamwork
and good sportsmanship/'
— Pisey Sok
"1 played intramural basketball. Even
though 1 had to get stitches during the
championship game, it was a blast. 1
met some really cool people and had
an awesome time."
— Megan Hinkle
"If Kyle Dixon had an intramural jersey
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Indoor Soccer
Right: Nate Greenland drives down the
court against Nick Chapman. Nate
mentioned that both teams had very positive
attitudes and played a great game. Nate's
team went on to win the championship.
A Little Bit of Player
in All of Us
Above: Sean Kirk carries the
ball past Jared Palmer.
Many people who played
intramural basketball were on
teams in high school and enjoy the
chance to show they can still play.
Floor Hockey
Above: John Penewit gets so into the hockey
game that he loses his footing while chasing after
the puck. Is that a high sticking call? If so it was































"Though at George Fox we don't get many
days of sunshine, God sure blesses us with
awesome friends and His beautiful creation."
— Chad Burns
3 Top 10...
o Favorite Outdoor Activities(according to a Foxmail survey)
if 1(0
























































Right: Several inches of snow in late January
was a welcome surprise for the George Fox
campus. Students spent the night sledding
down the canyon, making snowmen, and
enjoying snowball fights all over campus.
Camping
Above: MarkJohnson and
Laurie Wing are at Eagle
Creek on a backpacking
adventure. Mark said, "22.5
miles in 9 hours. Iron men and
women, I think so.. ..but boy did
I sure hurt!"
Horseback Riding
Above: Cherish Wilcox enjoys a sunny
afternoon by riding a Haflinger horse at the farm

































The time we spend off campus is often the time
when we get to know each other the best.
Whether it's organized floor activities or a
spontaneous late night out, the activities Fox
students come up with for off campus
entertainment are truly unique.
o
Top 10...
Things to do on the Weekend
(according to an HMS survey)
Go to a Movie l
Hang out with Friends 2
Go to the Beach 3
Play Games 4
Go Bowling 5
Go to Portland 6
Go to the Mall 7
Go Miniature Golfing n
Go to Shari's 9















































Right: Mariah Chase and Rebecca
Kromer are exerted as they show off their





Welstad, and Chad Stillinger
spend a cold Monday away
from school and enjoying being
at the beach.
Roomies
Above: The ladies of Macy 3 spend the
afternoon entertaining their dates and watching



































By October, PCWB, HMS, and EDU had all held
area-wide events. Living area activities help
people get away from studying to relax and get to
know each other, all while having a good time.
What do you think of your
living area?
"The lobby and the distance from the
rest of campus encourages a real sense
of community that I really like."
- Stephen Keck (HMS)
"PCWB is the place to be/'
- Christina Drummond
"I really like U-Hall; however, it gets































"It's a pleasure... No, no, no, it's a
privilege."
- Greg Eisenzimmer (Houses)
Team Spirit
Right: The Edwards 2 guys gather around to
proudly display their mascot for the
EDUIympfcs: the duck. The Olympics, held
behind Edwards residence hall, were full of
crazy games and fun prizes.
Don't Fall In!
Above: Mike Lynn shows his
great balance and adventurous
spirit as he fishes for candy in a




Above: Andrew Harris helps his teammate
Kenan Butler ice-block down the canyon hill































For some, living in a dorm is the experience
of a lifetime. One of the highlights of this
experience is the time we spend together.
Learning to live with each other can be
quite a challenge, but learning to love each
other is what strengthens the friendships
that will last for many years to come.
What is your favorite
thing about living in the
dorms?
"The best thing about living in a dorm is
the potential for disaster with 20 some
guys sharing their lives together. There
are late nights, loud music, and smelly
rooms, but it can also be the best thing
in the world with late nights, loud
music, and manly rooms. It all depends
on how you want to look at it. It's
hectic but it is also so much fun/'
— Andrew Paine
"My favorite thing about living in the
dorm is meeting that one person that




















































Right: The girls of Pennington 2 enjoy their
"milk and cookies/' which is a rnonthy
bonding time for the floor. This regular floor
hang-out time proved to be a great way to















Fox students have favorite hangout places
both on and off campus. From the Brum
Den to Shan's, there is always a place to
socialize, study, relax, and have fun!
Top 10...
Z3 Places to Hang Out









Clock Tower Lawn 9



















Hannah Ackerman Stephen Bn'ttell Heidi Coley Joshua Gomez Rachel James-Conrade
Arianne Albers Ryan Brown Mindy Cooke Nathaniel Green Lisa Jensen
Jennifer Alexander Patrick Buell Mindi Cotner Jered Gritters AndrewJohnson
Nancy Allen Jonathan Buhler Candace Cox Kyle Gustafson DerekJohnson
Scott Alvey Rachel Bunch Tara Croeni Jonathan Hall Hannah Johnson
Benjamin Anderson Matthew Burrill Gabriel Davis Lorraine Hall Mark G.Johnson
Beth Appert Alison Butler Melissa Davis Michael Halverson Marilee Jolin
Jesse Atay Daniel Cabe Reginald Davis Laurie Hamm Kathleen Jones
Andrew Baker Benjamin Cadd Justin Day Mindy Hansen Sarah Jones
Luke Barsalou Ashley Campion Gayle Denham Kimberly Harmon ShellyJones
Jacqueline Bass Martha Cannon Stephen Donohue Rebekah Harvey Aaron Kalms
Kathi Becker Jenna Carey Greg Eisenzimmer Vickie Hawkins Katie Kamilos
Eric Bell Erin Ca risen Carmen Ellingsworth Camille Hearne Dan Ke
Jacob Bell Anna Carlson Debbie Ellingsworth Daniel Hess Christopher Kelley
Kayla Bendele Laura Carlson Sarai Engel Sheryl Hess Hee Young Kim
Angela Bergerson William Cary Christopher Farthing Matt Higgins Yoon Kim
Krista Bernmg Ruth Casto Heather Ferguson Kyle Hofseth Randall King
Betsy Bichsel Andy Chen Jacklyn Fisher Erin Hoke David Klaus
Aaron Bliss Juan Chen Jessica Fox Zachary Hollin Beth Klopfenstein
Joellen Boatright Justin Chilelli Derek Fridley Kaarin Hosier Lynette Koppen
Megan Boden Amy Christensen Donna Garton Grna Huck Nicolai Korzynek
Laura Bonner Zoie Clark Robert Gaslin Ashleigh Hughes Cory Kowalczyk
Dale Bowles Kristopher Clifton Matthew Gerber Brady Ives Heather Lang
Ryan Bradley Torena Cole Amire Gjemnica Nathanael Iwata Kimberely Langston
A Word From the Manager
Right: "Fellowship and shaking hands, ain't
that the truth?" is what DerekJohnson, the
Foxhole manager, has to say about the student-
run coffee shop. Derek does a greatjob of
organizing events and running the place.
Brum Den
Above: The Bruin Den is a great
place to eat, have meetings, do
homework, talk with others, and
see friends. David Zia is having
dinner with a friend in the Bruin
Den.
Playing Pool in the SUB
Above: The SUB Basement is a great place where
students can relax, play pool or air hockey, watch
movies on a big-screen TV, or have meetings.
Not Pictured
ten' Laulainen Elizabeth Moyer Sarah Roberts Brent Strandy Angela Weece
slissa Le/chty David Neagle Jonathan Robinson Zach Strandy Susan Weishan
lnifer Lewis Jeni Nelson Katrina Rounds Jianshan Su Joann Whittaker
Li Marilee Newell Mariah Royes Jessica Sweeney Carla Williams
in Linder Josh Nichols Christy Russo Stefan ia Tarasut
Jessica Williams
iy Little Sara Oates Linda Sartwell Jonathan Taves David Wold
ggie Liu
sti Longstroth
Lena Orciuoli John Scheleen Taaryl Taylor Lucas Wolf
Tae Park Laura Schuler Melissa Terry Jedidiah Worthington
xy Lowry Myra Parrott Yu Shoji Chris Thompson Caleb Wright
;gan Lutsock Laurel Payne James Shufelt Janice Thompson Janet Wright
nes Macy Fan Peng Charles Siegfried William Thompson Crystal Wulff
arize Marques Joaquin Perez Harmony Simpson Vanessa Thurston Shimpei Yamamoto
metrius McClain Rachel Pfund Anthony Sipper Seth Tippin Sharla Yates
soke McGillivray Brooke Pitner Jonathan Slack Christopher Tissell Jing Yin
anna Mclntyre Heather Pryor William Smalstig Melissa Tittle Carol Yonker
cholas Mclntyre Carrie Rader Johnathan Smith Jessica Trout JeffZhong
;gan McNaught Randy Radley Zachery Smith Kara Turnbow Callina Zuspan
an McPherson Jill Randol Timothy Smither Sarah VanderStoep
:y Merrell Elissa Reinhart Kristiane Sorestad Adrienne Varner
vid Mickelson Allan Rempel Olga Starcher Mikhail Vavilin
iristyA. Miller Flora Richards Nanci Stauffer Mentor Visoka
chel Miller Heidi Rickey Stephanie Steinhorst Elizabeth Voth
landa Monestere Jonathan Ripley Aaron Stewart Matthew Watson


















Nathan Banks Jocelyn Barnes
Business Management Foods and Nutrition
Katie Bault
Psychology




















Rosalee Burrell Forrest Burrows



































































































Kara Gibbons Karen Glover Abbey Godwin


































Sharia Hays Shanna Hazard





Andrea Herboldt Elizabeth Hernandez Brent Hiebert Benjamin Hodgdon











Chiung-Mao Hsiao Daniela lancu




Jenice Jensen HeatherJohannessen CourtneyJohnson Garth Johnson











Allison Kessler Tamara Kihs




Jamie Kingery Candyce Kintner Crystal Kintner Lyndsay Kirkman













lannah Laughland Benjamin Lehman
iternational Business Christian Ministries:
Accounting Youth Ministry
Cindy Lewis Jennifer Lewis Heather Lilley
























Rebecca Martinez Meadowlark Mattole Pamela Mattson Heather McDonald
Christian Ministries: Elementary Education Elementary Education Interdisciplinary Studie;
Youth Ministry
Matthew McKenzie Collin McKinney Sonia McNear Karla Medema
Christian Ministries: Psychology Psychology Elementary Education
Educational Ministry
Ryan Melvin Natalie Miller Brian Millington Kristen Moody









Jenny Myers Junko Nagakubo





Kirsten Norgaard Sara Nott





Carly Page Nathan Paisley
ementary Education Business Marketing
April Pekarek Matthew Petersen Andrew Peterson
Interdisciplinary Studies Business Management Information Science
and Marketing
Kyle Pfeiffer Kathryn Plowman Woodley Polynice
jsiness Management Business Management Communication
Media Broadcasting
Margaret Potter Christopher Powell




Sarah Powell Abbey Puckett Sarah Radley
Elementary Education Elementary Education Writing/ Literature
Abbie Reeves Rebecca Rising
Interdisciplinary Studies Biology
Rebecca Rumsch Katrina Russell Ryan Sankey











Stephanie Shankland Cathy Shannon Christine Shaw
Interdisciplinary Studies Elementary Education Elementary Education
Allison Sherbo Marci Shires Kelsey Shontz Joyce-Lynn Shun Matthew Sievers





Julie Smith Sarah Sparks Laurel Starr


































Chai-Fen Tseng Demetri Tsohantaridis
Shen-Te Interdisciplinary International Business
Phillip Turney
Computer Science













































Garrett relax after a
hard game of whiffle





with a castle guard in the
Czech Republic during
their Juniors Abroad trip.
Fun and Games
Above: Rachel Armon, Becky Rumsch, Sharia Hays,
Annelies Van Brocklin, Jaime Whitecavage, Michael
Owen, and Rachel Grosenbach play a game of Bunco.
Not Pictured
Noelle Alvis Serenity Coulombe Jamie Gonzales Jacob Kuntz David Nichols Andriana Sharpe
Brent Anderson Travis Creason Jordan Green Kyle Langeliers Joseph Nichols Ellen Sickler
Connie Arp Wes Cronin Jeff Greene Ben Larson Bryan Odegard Ann Slabaugh
Ali'ssa Bachran Carrie Crossland David Gutierrez Sarah Lawson Alea Oudeans Michael Smith
Jill Barram Matthew Cummfngs Brenda Hampton Melissa Leighan Jennifer Overstreet Jordan Sonerholm
Jason Baugh Jeremy Cushway Janell Hampton Andrea Lewis Parker Owens Rebecca Tasto
Heather Bearden Zachary Davidson Andria Higgins Elizabeth Liljenberg Kyle Palmer Tori Taylor
Elissa Bell Luis Dawber Monica Hill Sean Linder William Parkes Rebecca Thompson
Adam Bentley Hanna DeMaster Lee Hiskey David Lloyd Catherine Pearson Ching-Yi Tseng
Andrew Berube Ryan Dearinger Kathryn Hubbard James Macy Nicole Prazeau Cheryl Tucker
Shonna Bilyeu Janelle Didericksen Ashleigh Hughes Travis Maffey John Renfro Christina Ulberg
Sonya Bfornstad Jennifer Douglas Nigel Hunter Ramona Mangelsdorf Angelica Renhard Debra Unruh
Aaron Bliss Jeffrey Eldrige ScottJohnson Matthew Markell Matthew Rider Katie Wacker
Danielle Brock Bryan Erickson Anthony Kaufman Todd Mason Sarah Roberts Lindsay Walker
derrick Brown lee Jackson Esselman Emily Kaufman Trinity Masse David Robinson Beau West
Neil Cantrall Wen-Yi Fang Tiffany Kehler Kami McGladrey Kelsf Roemhildt Stephen Willmer
Wan-Ling Chao Michael Fisher Sarah Kendrick Jacob Medlock Paul Sarafin Shimpei Yamamoto
Szu-Yu Chiang Andrew Garrett Jessica Kershner Jonathan Melot Ri'e Sato Melinda Yeager
Jennifer Clark Shannon Gaydeskf Sonya Kim Travis Melvfn Jon Satrum
David Combs Mark Gilman Katherine Kiser Tamara Newhouse Joseph Schlegel













Right: Sitting with her
classmates one final time,
Kristen Byrd waves to
friends and family. The
class of 2002 has been
happy to share this exciting
time with the special
people in their lives who
have provided the support
to get them through the
last four years.
Has Fox prepared you for
life after college? . .
.
"Yes...we have done quite a bit of
integrating what we have learned into
work situations."
— Senior Matthew Holt
"Academically yes, but having the
ability to live and work with the
world. ..not so much!"
— Senior Rachel Armon
"I know Fox has been described as a
^bubble' but I think that is something
people choose to make it."
— Senior Elizabeth Hernandez
Hi Mom
Right: After hearing Portland Police Chief
Mark Kroeker's commencement address,
proud graduate Rachel Grosenbach waves
to her friends and family in the audience
before receiving her diploma.
What We've All
Been Waiting For
Above: With a rush of
adrenaline, the graduates




Above: Ri'e Sato and her classmates smile and
sit proudly during Mid-Year Commencement.
Thirty-eight students graduated in December.
From ASC PresidentJeff Kirksey:
"I'm a different person for having
been here. I feel like I've been
strengthened, stretched, and
challenged to be a person that can
not merely survive, but succeed in
the outside world. This confidence
comes from two sources: solid
academics from a seasoned faculty
and a faith that has been nurtured
by Fox's Christian community."
Stories -

Serve Day is an event in which all the
students, faculty, and staff of George
Fox come together as a community.
By taking a day out of very busy
schedules to help out in Newberg and
the surrounding areas with various
projects, this community helps make
the lives of local churches,
organizations, and individuals a little
bit easier and brings a smile to the
face of those who are served.
Serve Day 2001
By working together George Fox helps
out in the community.
"Serve Day was great I went
with my floormates and
volunteered at the Chehalem
Health and Rehab Center in
numerous ways. We visited
one-on-one with the residents,
did crafts with them, worked in
the garden, and washed
wheelchairs. As a result, I and
two of my floormates are
volunteering there on a regular
basis. It was delightful to see
the smiles on the faces of the
residents when we spent a bit
of time with them, and even
more delightful to laugh at




Above: Gina Coolen, Kati
Russo, and Kristen Snodgrass, gn
from U-Hall, along with Presider
David Brandt, are busy pullir
weeds along Highway 99W for tri
Newberg Downtown Associatioi
Their floor also picked up trash alon












and bonding as a
floor.
Hard at Work
Above: Luke Watson, Tyler
Billings, Mark Terry, Bo Li,
Daniel Duran, and Saiki
Enomoto are working hard to
help repair a deck in the
community.
Bonding and Service
Left: Kirsten Johansen and
Christy Miller, with their paint
brushes in hand, take a moment
from their paintjob to pose for a
picture. Their floormate Melissa
Jackson said, "It was a great
chance to get to know all the girls
on my floor while doing
something for a church that
needed some help"
Chapel is a time for the George Fox
Community to come together twice a
week to worship and enjoy the
presence of God. To freshman
Fernanda Ramirez chapel is "a little
time out of my schedule to be with
God, and it blesses me to know that
my school cares not only for me as a
person but also for my soul. " Chapel
is recognized by many as a significant
part of their week and it is the prayer
of many that it stays such an





of chapel is from the
first one of the year in
which we led worship
in front of most of the
school. It was the
greatest feeling to look
out into the crowd of
students singing their
hearts out to God. I






Above: Your mission . . . should yoi
choose to accept it, is one of racia
reconciliation. This is the mission thai
God has layed on Brenda Salter-
McNeill's heart and the one she
challenged the George Fox student bod)
with during chapel. It is now up to u
whether we should accept or reject oui



















;le year, that the land may not become desolate, and the beasts of the
e them out before you little by little, until you become fruitful and take
Hearts of Worship
Above: George Fox University students lift
their hearts to God in a time of praise and
worship led by the chapel band. Lifting our
hearts to God is only one way to express our
love and committment to our Lord and Savior,
Jesus Christ.
Chapel Band
Left: The chapel band is a group of incredibly
dedicated individuals who have committed
their time and their hearts to lead the student
body in worship each week during chapel, (l-r):
Back:Jon Melot (lead vocals and guitar),
Abbey Schmitt (piano), and Karen Glover
(vocals). Front: Erica Quessenberry (vocals),
Ben Wilkinson (bass), Kyle Welstad
(worship coordinator), and Ben Hawkins
(drums).
All-campus retreats offer students a
chance to get off campus and find
refreshment with friends, with God,
and with time spent alone. Once
each semester everyone is invited to
spend a weekend away from campus
at the retreat. The stress of classes and
homework are replaced with
fellowship, worship led by the chapel
band, Bible study, guest speakers, free
time, and games.
" Retreab are absolutely incr<
fellowship, and worshii
All-Campus Retreats
Fall Retreat: Salmon Falls Retreat Center
Spring Retreat: Twin Rocks Friends Camp
"No one was
shooting for a
camp high. We just
wanted to hear
from God and be
reminded that He
is a holy King,




Above: Girls at the fall retrea
leapfrog against another tear
on their way to second plao
in a wacky relay. Retrea
games offer a chance to get ti
know other students and ti






has trouble in the
crabwalk because
she is laughing




y are a time when the body of Christ can come together for fun,
ling environment
11
- Martha Glover, Retreat Coordinator
Bonding
Above: Rachel Tanner, Christine Shaw,
Lindsay Walker, Ben Hawkins, pastor Tim
Clark, Mindy Venable, Becky Rumsch,
Stephanie Livingston, and Tara Talbott
build a prize winning sandcastle (or car) in the
afternoon free time.
Growing Together
Left: Small groups provide an opportunity for
spiritual growth and discussion about the new
things that God is doing in your life at a retreat.
Cory Nelson, Todd Kimball and Ben
Weinert shared this opportunity together at
the spring retreat at Twin Rocks.
Would you be willing to sacrifice your
final week of Christmas Break to
participate in a Winter Serve trip?
Well, in January over 100 GFU
students did just that, ministering to
others in five different locations —
homeless organizations in Portland,
the Union Gospel Mission in Seattle,
H20 Ministry in Dallas (Oregon),
Mission Possible in Vancouver, B. C,
and Twin Rocks Friends Camp on the
Oregon Coast
Winter Serve Trips
"Little children, let us not love with word or
with tongue, but in good works and truth."
- 1 John 3:16, Theme Verse for Winter Serve '02
Tape to the Loo.
Above: Sarah Troyer, of th<
Dallas Serve crew, carefully
applies tape around the edges o
the baseboards in preparatior
for a paintjob at a secondhanc
store that funds H20 Ministn
and provides low-income anc
poverty-level persons wit!
clothing and supplies
"After spending two hours
with the people — eating
dinner together, singing
songs, sharing in fellowship,
and listening to their
testimonies — we realized
that we had more in
common than not and
that we all were in need of
God's mercy to lend us
love, guidance, forgiveness,
















crew was able to
provide a much
needed helping hand
for the Oregon Coast
ministry.
A Cut Above
Above: DrewJohnson, Seth Martin, and Nick
Forrest exercise their lumberjack muscles while
chopping wood to be used by guests staying at the
Twin Rocks Friends Camp. With the help of some of
their other team members, they managed to equip
the camp with enough wood to last the entire
winter!
Strength in Smiles, Eh?
Left: Though the smallest of the groups, with only
1 1 members, the Canada Serve crew proved that
they were up to the challenge. Valerie Dorsey
recalled, "One of my most treasured memories was
feeling God's ever-present hand in guiding our group
members in warming the hearts of the homeless.
During one of our prayer walks, it was amazing to
witness how something as seemingly minute as a box
ofjuice or a sandwich was enough to dissolve the
intangible barriers."
According to Serve Trip coordinator
Erin Gleason, "The mission of serve
trips is to provide students with a
means by which to reach out to the
world around them. In the process of
doing this, the trips aim to provide
an atmosphere for the students to
deepen their relationships with one
another and ultimately with God/'
During spring break, students took
the chance to carry out this mission
in five different locations across the
western U.S.
"I think I speak for everyone when I say t
the unity we saw in our group was incredi
Spring Serve






man at the park. He
approached our
group because he
had a feeling we
were Christians. I was




Above: Like any other serve trip, th<
one to The Oaks was filled with memorie
and bonds that will last a lifetime
Spending a week together working
worshipping, and seeing God work is sun
to result in deeper friendships and lots o
fun stories. The Oaks group created on<
of these memories by spending a long da'

















e serve trip to LA. was life changing. God blessed us in so many ways,
e had so many experiences where God used us and moved through us."
A Day at the Beach
Above: Members of the San Diego serve trip
take some time to relax at the beach. This trip
spent the week working with *City of Refuge
Ministries/ a 24/7 ministry that helps people in
any way necessary at any time. The group
worked alongside them while organizing
donations, visiting the homeless, and working
with kids.
Paint, Paint, and More Paint
Left: The Los Angeles serve trip traveled to
Southern California to serve others with their
skills at painting. The group spent four days in
South Central LA, where they painted two
houses.
In this year's fall musical, "Man of La
Mancha," audiences were introduced
to a mad knight, his commited lackey,
and a stubborn prostitute. Through
the course of the play stones of truth,
beauty and love were unveiled. With
stunning voices and plenty of comic
relief, each night the story completed
its cycle and the audience applauded,
making yet another night at the
theater complete.
Man of La Mancha
"To Dream the Impossible Dream"
Only in Your Dreams
Above: Stephanie Shankland




that she is not "available" without
their payment. It's all about the
money.
Cast




The Duke/Carrasco Thaddeus Hoffman











Anselmo/Moor/Guitar Player John Meindersee III
Jose/Moor Michael Shelton
Tenorio/Moorish Ringleader T. C. Anderson
Paco Nicholas Ryland
Juan/Captain of the Inquistion Jordan Sonerholm
Gypsy Dancers/Prisoners Kate Brain, Vanessa Eisner,
Kristina Gilroy, Suzanne Santos, Carrie Sullins
Guards EricAmbrose, Andrew Englen,











to cut off twelve
inches of hair,
shave their neck,
and smear soap in
their hair for the
performances."
- Tim Lafolette
ther on a regular basis that would frighten a normal person." - Shawna Buchanan
The Puppeteers
Above: Ben Weinert and Nathan
Dunkin "move" Thad Tsohantaridis,
Lindsay Kirkman, Tim Lafolette, and
Heather Lilley s heads as they speak to each
other, in a puppet show within a play. They
talk of the betrothing of Don
Quitoxe's neice to the Duke, the
housekeeper's jealousy, and a concerned
priest.
A Token for You
Left: Ben Weinert acts as the manservant
delivering a message to Dulcmea (Stephanie
Shankland) for Don Quixote. After many
attempts and a song, he finally is given a
"token" (or rag) for his master.
iurailits
act plays, shown on the same night, a
"Festival of Scenes/' which included
everything from a serious scene from
The Scarlet Letter to a lighthearted
closing scene from Company of
Wayward Saints, and a dance concert,
which is the first that has ever been
presented at Fox. The recurring theme
throughout the pieces was, of course,
dreams — what they might be and
how we might obtain them.
"Dre
Dreams in Motion
A collection of theatrical and dance pieces.
"Dreams in Motion was a
fabulous and stretching
experience. It challenged
each and every person
involved — from the
youngest audience member
to the oldest, from the
newest to the oldest crew
member. It taught you that
no matter what is thrown
into your path, no matter
what is placed in your way, as
long as you look up and can
manage to find hope in each
day you will survive and
make it to the next
morning."
— Kimberly Kaiser
Dream of a Future
Above: Marilee Jolin, as her
character Irena Synkova, tries
to comfort one of the
children of the concentration
camp. It was her character's
job to provide the others with
















Above: George Fox students dance in the
presentation called Does theJourney End
Here? for the university's first full-length
dance production. This scene is about the
masks people wear while following "the
church routine/'
Daydreamer
Left: Ellie, played byJill Westberg, sits
and contemplates while two of her invisible
friends, Lana and Frizbee, played by
Abigail Rine and TC Anderson
respectively, argue in the one-act Step on a
Crack.
Where can you find fames, elves, a
mixed-up love triangle, and a man
with a donkey's head all in one night?
You were sure to find all this and
more in the theater department's
spring play — a rendition ofA
Midsummer Night's Dream. This
performance was set in the 1970s and
gave Shakespeare's most famous
comedy a new touch.
A Midsummer Night's
Dream





(Kate Brain) bow, ready to
receive directions from the










Peter Quince/Prologue Director... Eric Ambrose
Nick Bottom/Pyramus Sean Merrick
Francis Flute/Thisbe T.C. Anderson
Tom Snout/Wall Jon Hall
Snug/Lion Andrew Englin












Wait Staff/Wedding Dancers Kimberly Kaiser,
Annamarie Larson, Carrie Sullins














is in for a big
surprise.
eak volumes, and the togetherness of your kits sing songs.
DuPree Official "Makeup Nazi"
Kiss Me, Pyranius
Above: Pyramus (Sean Merrick) and Thisbe (T.C.
Anderson) kiss through a chink in the wall (Jon Hall)
during a hilarious play within a play. When reflecting
on his involvement, Jon said "One of the best benefits
of working in any production is getting to know your
fellow actors. The cast for Midsummer's has to be one
of my favorites ever! Everyone works so well together
and I know I will come out of this show with more
friends than when I came in! All of the cast and crew
have been so great to me, a newcomer to the George
Fox stage. I am so glad to work with them!
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Time For a Nap
Left: Lysander (John Meindersee) and Hermia
(Lyndsay Younce) fall asleep in the forest.
Unfortunately, the fairy king's magic potion has been
given to the wrong young man and when the lovers
awake comic disaster will follow.
Homecoming Activities 2002
Monday - Late Night Breakfast,
Women's Brum Brawl
Tuesday - Monsters, Inc. in the Bon
Wednesday - Ice Skating at Sherwood Ice
Arena
Thursday - Bowling at Valley Lanes in
Beaverton
Friday - Homecoming Assembly, Switchfoot
Concert, Players Presents, Basketball Games
Saturday - Homecoming Basketball Games
and Coronation
Homecoming
An anticipated event that
captured the attention of the entire
George Fox Community
"Homecoming was
a great time for
Courtside Chaos.









Above: Heidi Hardenburger and Tim
Wiliams are crowned Homecoming King
and Queen during halftime of the men's
basketball game. The rest of the court
consisted of seniors Tori Taylor, Allison
Kesslerjohn Felton, and Jeff Kirksey,
juniors Kristiane Sorestad and Ben
McReynolds, sophomores Sarah Welstad
and Chad Stillinger, and freshmen Suzie












Supreme Court. Homecoming came together wonderfully/' — David Panther
Wanna-Be Cheerleaders!
Above: The wanna-be cheerleaders have
become a Homecoming tradition and this
year was not any different. Though
attempting to form a pyramid, the
cheerleaders succeeded only in
entertaining the Homecoming Assembly
crowd.
Supreme Court
Left: The Supreme Court was made up
of Chris Powell, Shane Grady, David
Panther, Erin Paisley, and Krystal
Brownlee. In addition to planning
Homecoming activities, the Court is
responsible for ASC elections,
constitutional amendments, and keeping
ASC running smoothly.
Mr. Bruin is an event organized to
raise money for a charitable cause.
This year the Mr. Bruin contestants
raised money for Habitat for
Humanity. Altogether they managed
to raise over $ 1 0,000. The winner of
Mr. Bruin is chosen from a
combination of aspects, including:
how much money they raise, talent,
and a question and answer segment
with their mothers.
A!i in all it was a great experience
thoi
Mr. Bruin
Twelve guys; one pageant; one goal:
Raise money for a worthy cause.
On the Catwalk
Above: Matt Boswell and
Kenan Butler strut their stuff
for opening introductions with
the help ofJack Copeland.
Now we know where they
learned it from!
"It was cool that
we were able to





























Duldn't trade it for anything. (Their weekly stripping left things to be desired
- Beka Dorsey, Choreographer
Watch Out Below!
Above: With a little help from their
choreographer and a lot of practice, these Mr.
Bruin participants make this stunt look easy.
Watch out Kyle!
Yummy!
Left: Senior Dan Willis shows his incredible
talent through harmonica. Did you know he
can play it through his mouth and his nose?
(Oh yeah and then with his mouth again?)
on Earth, it was during Spring
Formal 2002. Held in an
impossibly romantic place, the
Portland World Trade Center,
people were free to dance the
night away to music provided
by a DJ. The dance lasted for
three solid hours and people
danced as hard as they could.
Maying the dance outside was a grea
— Ernie Sturzini
Spring Formal
Music, dancing, and fun with friends make
this year's formal "Heaven on Earth."
Break dancing at a
formal?
Above: Who would have
thought this could be done in
a suit? Breaking out his
impressive moves, Pisey Sok
grooves to the music in ways
unknown to many.
" Best dance I've ever been
to — even my high school
prom. The DJ was awesome,
and the location was perfect
It didn't get too hot or cold,
and ifyou were a person who
liked space, there was that
for you, but ifyou liked the
mosh scene, that was there,
too. Variety was a theme.



















Let's See Those Moves
Above: This year's spring formal provided a
wide variety of music that many people were
able to dance to both with or without a
partner. It was a time for laughter, clapping, and
shaking your booty on the dance floor.
Slow and Melodic
Left: There were also those slow moments
where you could just enjoy the company of the
special person you were with. Sarah Boehr
andJohn Davis enjoyjust one of these
moments during a slow dance.

Could you imagine a basketball game without
Courtside Chaos? Where would we be without
RAs? What would we do without clubs, how would
student's opinions be heard? What about sports,
would we be the same without them? All of these
make up experiences that shape our lives.
Composed of a nine-member
board, the Central Committee
runs the ASC government
alongside the committees they
head. Their mission is "to
unswervingly follow the will of
our Lord Jesus Christ in serving
the George Fox University by
best utilizing our resources, gifts
and God's strength. We are
dedicated to hearing all
peoples' voices and needs in
order to edify and empower
those we serve. By providing
enriching activities and
opportunities for growth, we
will strive to spur on love and
good deeds within the greater
community. Leaving a legacy of
Central
Associated Student Z"*^ Jij. _ _
communecommittee
advocacy and stewardship,
we commit ourselves to a
professional and uplifting
work ethic, leading through
encouragement, integrity,
prayer and fun. Wooka
wooka."
The 2001-2002 Central Committee
Above: (l-r): Ryan Boos, Treasurer; Heidi Hardenburger, Vice President;John
Felton, Communications Director; Courtney Heck, Activities Director; Chris
Powell, Supreme Court ChiefJustice; Julia Vogt, Christian Services Director;Jeff
Kirksey, President; Liz Bruno, Secretary; Nate Greenland, Student Chaplain.
Through serve trips, Over the Edge, dances, the Brum (out on time!), and many
other projects, these nine students did what they could to serve GFU.
LookiW Good
Right: Liz Bruno, Julia Vogt,
Courtney Heck, and Heidi
Hardenburger decide that
even though there are no
bathrooms on Walkabout,
cleanliness is still next to
Godliness.
Top of the World
Below Left: After a week of
not shaving or showering,
Treasurer Ryan Boos and
Communications DirectorJohn
Felton enjoy the view atop





"People often ask, 'So
what's it like bei'ng
president?' I often
reply with a hint of
sarcasm, 'Some days are
better than others.'
The truth of the matter
is I love myjob. I get to
work with some of the
finest people our
University has to offer
day in and day out. The
Central Committee has served to encourage me toward
proactive positive change for my own life and my present
and future communities. The people, the challenges,
the frustrations, and the triumphs are helping to make
me the kind of person He wants me to be."
-Jeff Kirksey, President.
"Serving in ASC is
never dull, usually
busy, and always a
blessing. And of course
there are great clothes





Left: Here joined by advisor Krissy
Hanson, Ryan's Fiance, Dawn, and
Neil Cantrall, ASC likes the night
life... They like to boogie and they
proved it, showing their spirit at the
Holiday Hoedown, Spring Formal,
Salsa, 70s and 80s dances.
The residence life staff is
chosen to facilitate floor,
apartment, and house
activities, handle conflicts,
and be a friend and leader
for everyone in their living
area. The 55 students began
their year with a week-long
backpacking trip, known as
"Walk-About," in the Sisters
wilderness, and a busy week
of inservice filled with
training, floor decorating,
and preparation for the
year. Under the guidance
of Area Coordinators and
the Student Life Office, the
students aiso participated
in weekly staff meetings,
RA class, retreats, staff
chapels, and the planning
of all our living area and






House and Apartment Managers
Above: (l-r): Back: Andrew Garrett, Shanna Hazard, Dave Kilian, Bethany
Cates, Jocelyn Barnes, Randy Kluver, Jacob Johnson. Middle: Tim Williams,
Sharia Hays, Danna Magnuson, Michelle Schwartz, Marci Shires, Nathan
Shielee, Darbi Ytreeide. Front: Demetri Tsohontaridis, Cori Wulf Heidi
Vander Stoep, Kim Stave, Christine Shaw, Melissa Reid, Zach Davidson.
Not Pictured: Ryan Chambers
Snack Break
Right: After summftting the South
Sister, it's time for a break. Back:
(l-r); Chelsea Philips, Heather
Peterson, Mandi Zollman, Parke
Owens, Mark Pothoff Front.
Matt Chandler, Sarah Vander
Stoep, Christy Miller, and Ben
Hodgdon.
Goodbye Rob!
Left: PCWB Area Coordinator Rol
Simpson, pictured with his son,
moved to sunny California after fall
semester. Upon leaving, he said, "Tl
last three years working at Fox have
been a dream come true. I absolutei
love the students on this campus an<
will miss this place tremendously/'
In Their
Own Words . .
.
"Working in Residence Life has
been among my greatest
blessings at Fox. I have been
mentored, learned to mentor,
discovered and developed my
leadership style and
experienced some of the
greatest relationships of my
life."
- Ron Davis, Penn 2
" God has used the amazing girls on my floor to touch my life
Resident Assistants
Left: (l-r): Back: Derek Fridley, MattJohnson,
Richie Clausen, Ron Davis, MarkJohnson.
Standing: Mark Pothoff, Jake Duszynski, Ben
Hodgdon, Dave Tussing, Jared Meidal, Matt
Watson, Kelsey Bates, Jesse Rasmussen, Chelsea
Philips, Becky Meenderick, Ben Wilkinson,
Sarah Vander Stoep, Sienna Hester, Matt
Chandler, Heather Peterson, Christina
Drummond, Andy Copeland, Angela Nichols,
Adam Baron. Kneeling: Briana Jackson, Laura
Grable, Mandy Corrigan, Ben McGarry, Mindy
Hansen, Cori Hurt, Mandi Zollman, Darbi
Ytreeide, Kristin Campbell. Sitting: Lisa Shafer,
Aimee Twedell, Corrine Buttrick, Christy Miller,
Cara Copeland, Maggie Holmes, Sarah Welstad.
in a very deep way. I have
learned about what it
really means to love one
another, to have
compassion, and to be
joyful together. It's been
a journey that I wouldn't





Left: (l-r): Pisey Sok, Vickie
Hawkins, manager Luis
Dawber, andJennifer
Hepner. By taking pictures for
the Crescent and L'ami, these
people make it possible for
those of us who were not







Above: For those who like to listen to music produced by fellow Fox students,
here are the people who make that possible, (l-r): News Director Rebecca Dorsey,
Promotions Director Chris Low, Music Director Ryan Chambers. Not Pictured:
Station ManagerJonathan Gilroy and Program Director Sam O'Halloran.
L'Ami











Loh and ProducerJosh Luben.
The campus album i*s a chance
for those on campus with












out on time! Their
accomplishment
helped everyone get in touch throughout the
rest of the year.
Sandy King uses her love for writing as she











Left: (l-r): Back: Advisor Melanie Mock,
Managing Editor Davida Ankeny-Brown,
Assistant Editor Beth Templeton, Opinion Editor
Erin Newberry. Front: Sports Editor Ernie
Sturzinger, A & E Editor Carrie Gervais, Layout
EditorJessica Howard, Copy Editor Adrienne
Dorsey. Not Pictured: Business Managers Todd
Kimball and Davie Wold.
*
"DaySpring dons the
Dickens for Christmas, the
blazers for the Blazers, and
the suspenders for
homecoming, yet again. This
year has been full of
challenges and joys as the
group has progressed.
Beginning the year with five
pairs of shoes to fill, the







blend, their beauty and of
course the best soundman
in captivity today, directed





Singing their hearts out for the glory of God!
Freshman Banquet
Above: (l-r): Nate, Abby, Travis, and Rose share their hearts through song as they
welcome the new freshmen to campus during the freshman banquet early in the
year. This was one of DaySpring's few on-campus performances.
Costume Shopping
Right: Nate Parkes andJanine
Rozos clown around after a hard
yet productive day of costume
shopping. No matter what they
are wearing, this good-looking
group never ceases to awe and
inspire audiences everywhere.
Bonding Time
Below Left: Ben McReynolds
and Nate Parkes are laughing it
up in the Costume Loft as they try
to impress us with their manly
costumes and show through their















importance of collaboration and teamwork,
and I have enjoyed every minute of it."
— Ben McReynolds





they had for what
they were doing
and I had to be a
part of it"
— Sarah Radley
It's Not All Business
Left: (l-r): Standing: Rose Passione,
Ben McReynolds, Nate Parkes,
Abby Foster, Sarah Radley, and
Travis Morgan. Sitting:janine
Rozos, Peter Sohriakoff andJesse
Elliott.
The University Payers are
involved in presenting
Christian truths through
drama. WN ile the group
does not perform on
campus very often, these
eight people perform 1 to 3
times each week for a total
of over 50 performances
during the school year.
Director Mel Schroeder
commented, "We seemingly
have a prison ministry
emphasis this year- Through
these experiences our lives
have been deeply affected
by the witness of the lives of
several of the prisoners and
how God has changed
them so completely." This
year's group was the last to







3, 2, 1, Action!
Above: Nick Ry'and/ Chri$ Low> Margo Findley, and Erin Newberry
perform a skit entitled
"Communication" in their characteristic black outfits. The
Dry teaches about family
values and encourages families to talk together and grow
together as a family.
Practice
Makes Perfect
Right: Marilee Jolin and Chad
Stillinger practice an improv
game called "Appliance Store" to
work on their acting skills.
Clowning Around
Below Left: Trina
Christiansen and Dan Willis
show off their new hats on a trip
to Pike's Place Market in Seattle,
Washington as part of their free




"The group this year
has been extremely
caring, looking out







"Players has been a life-changing experience.
It's one of those things where you know you
can look back at college and have it be the
milestone of the











Left: Players members (Back): Chris
Low, Dan Willis, Nick Ryland, Mel
Schroeder, (Middle): Margo
Find ley, Trina Christiansen, Erin
Newberry, Marilee Jolin, and
(Front): Chad Stillinger.
Variety may be the spice of
life, but music certainly
makes it better. George Fox
offers those with musical
talent a choice of many
different bands, choirs, and
ensembles. Currently there
is Concert Choir, Concert
Band, Bel Canto Singers,
Chamber Singers, Jazz Band,
and several different
ensembles. Those wishing to
participate in these activities
must audition at the end of
the prior year if they are
already Fox students. For
the newcomers, auditions
Bands
are at the beginning of fall
semester. These musical
groups put a lot of effort
into practice and then
share their talents with





Right: Brad Lau acts as a guest
conductor for the wind ensemble
as they perform in Bauman. The
group played quite well for the
Concert Band chapel.
Desiree Says
Below Left: "Concert Choir has
been a real blessing to me. I've
always looked forward to the
practices; the performances were
fulfilling, too, because they
provided a chance to share the




Above: Members of the handbell choir are carefully performing one of their songs,
(l-r): Valerie Dorsey, Becky McKay, and Jennifer Wilcox are absorbed in their






has been such an
inspiration to all of
us in Concert
Choir. I'm so
thankful for all the
time, energy and
resources he's
devoted to us, and
am truly amazed at
his love for college students. I'm going to miss





would be a fun
thing to try. The






Singing in San Francisco
Left: The Concert Choir took a trip to
San Francisco over Thanksgiving break.
Here some members take a moment to
pose for a picture while wandering
through the big city's maze of streets.
As Christians, we are
called to be in the world,
but not of the world. Off
campus ministries are an
opportunity to
accomplish just such a
goal. It is a chance to
serve others rather than
looking solely at our own
needs. Whether we are
ministering to the citizens
of Portland or mentoring
a young child, the world
will know that we are
Christians by our love.
Off campus ministries
include Saturday Servants,
Little Bruins, JOY Ministries,
Urban Services, and the
brand-new YCAP, which





Right: (l-r): Back: Erin Gleason,
Travis Wilton, Julia Vogt, and




Below Left: Brook Payton
poses for a picture with one of the
kids from the new YCAP
mentoring program. Those
involved with this ministry for at-
risk children meet three times a




All in a Day's Work
Above: Wendy Noyes, the senior services director, and a companion rake the














"In spending time with my Little Bruin, I am
amazed at how much she lights up when I visit










Left: Jeff Barnes and Mona
Matthews spend a Friday night at
Urban Services, serving food at what
they call "The Table" to provide a little
aid for some of Portland's less
advantaged citizens.
University Ambassadors
Left: (l-r). Back: Rachel Tanner,
Bjorn Doskeland, Andrew
Garrett, Scott Burkhart, and Ryan
Summers. Third row: Angie Frank,
Lindsay Bennington, Don Jenkins,
Abbey Schmitt, and Travis
Williams. Second row: Melissa
McKenzie, Christine McCandless,
Jody Hamm, and Adina
McConaughey. Front: Rebekah
Hanson, Dan White, Crystal







Above: (l-r): Melissa McKenzie, Ronecca Dockter, Scott Box, Sarah
Walden, Nate Holmes, Jeff Otis, and Brandon Wallace. Not pictured: Matt
Gerber. The Student Alumni Council is a group of students with the goal of
providing fun activities in order to initiate a pride in George Fox University. It is the
hope that by creating an environment that students love they will transition from
students to proud alumni, thus being able to support GFU in later years.
Business
Right: (l-r) .Jason Harper, Maris
Erickson, and Scott Spearin wer
the 2001-02 Business Club leaders.
The Business Club strives to help
develop students into respectable
business leaders, to estabish a
rapport with the community, and t
bridge the gap between businesses
and business majors in order to assis
students with future opportunities.
Workshops
Left:Josh Hunter listens intently
to a guest speaker at a workshop
sponsored by the Business Club.
These workshops are put on to
teach students new skills needed in
the business world.
Above: (l-r): Back. Aaron Seymour, Jeff
Kirksey, Scott Burkhart, DrewJohnson,
and Mike Chapman. Front. Vickie Hawkins,
Bethany Winstead, Nicole Fitzhugh, and
Christina Gale. The Elite committee puts on
the annual Elite conference for student leaders
from various schools, including high school and
college aged students.
Survivor
Left: The "Survivor" event is just one of the SAC
sponsored activates. For this event, Nate
Chamberlain (pictured on left), Matt Holt (came
in 2nd), Laurel Starr (pictured in middle), Kyle
Stump (pictured on right), Suzanne Santos,
Alison Butler, Josh Bybee (came in 3rd), and
Marissa Lopez all crammed themselves into a small
car where they waited to see who could stay there
the longest. After 24 hours and 30 minutes, Nate
Chamberlain emerged from the car victoriously,
ready to accept his $200 reward.
Philosophy
Left: Aaron Seymour stands with
Jeff Kirksey at the "Midnight
Dinner with ASC President Jeff
Kirksey (Dressed as a Woman)"
event led by Stephen Keck,
where Universah'sm, Pragmatism,
and Free will vs. Determinism were
discussed. The Philosophy Club
Officers were Aaron Seymour,
Angela Woods, and Bret Vogel.
Sigma Zeta
Right: Sigma Zeta club members visi
Dwight Kimberly's house for "Big
Question Night" where they had an
opportunity to ask whatever they
wanted. The club sponsored many
events including movie nights,
seminars, and visits to professors'
homes.
Deep in Thought
Left: Social Work Club member
Sean McGeeney listens intently to
guest speaker during the Social Work
Field Fair. This event provided
opportunities for social work student
to meet with agency field instructors










Above: The Psychology Club Officers (l-r): Kristen Meier, President; Katie
Bault, Secretary; Tim Lafolette, Vice President; and Christie Linn, Psi Chi Vice
President. The Psychology Club, not unlike other groups, gathered together to plan
events such as seminars where guest speakers were present and social events for pure
enjoyment.
Sigma Zeta Officers
Above: (l-r): Wendy Noyes, Sarah
Onstott, Kathryn Thomason, Melissa
Workman, and Stephanie Livingston.
These five ladies run Sigma Zeta, carefully
planning fun events such as the "Big Question
Night"
Social Work Club
Left: (l-r): Social Work Club Steering Committee
member Sarai Engel and President Katie Fox.
The Social Work Club students met regularly to
listen to guest speakers, talk about their profession,
and to fellowship together. They also facilitated
volunteer opportunities for students at social service
agencies, and provided a link between students and
the Social Work Program.
Art at its Finest
Left: The Art Club, spearheaded
by Brandon Buerkle (pictured
on the left), is an opportunity to
get together for a creative time
of fellowship. "Art Club: bringing
quality A&E to the masses.... and






3oy of it All.
Creativity
Leprechaun Easter Bunny?
Above: Sponsored by the Art Club, Wally Spoon shows the club members and
others how to make ice sculptures. This is a tedious process done with mainly a chain
saw and chisels. Students were given the opportunity to cut off pieces of ice with the
chain saw in order to create the student drawn design, a Leprechaun Easter Bunny.
The Great Outdoors
Right: Angel Goss, Erica
McNelly, Lisa Shafer, and
Crystal Wulff show off their
womanly muscles as they prepare
enter the Willamette National
Forest.
Snowboarding
Left: The Snowboarding Club wa:
started this year byJosh Allison
with the intention of providing an
opportunity for students to go
snowboarding and to study the
word of God. Each trip to the
mountain consists of not only





loosely organized group of leaders that plan
and lead various outdoor activities. Activities
range from backpacking (my personal
favorite), to rock climbing, to rafting. The
trips are an opportunity to leave academia
behind and reorient ourselves with God
through the enjoyment of his creation."
— Ryan Backman, Co-President
V ,
Don't Fall
Left: Adam Snow lounges comfortably in a chair
lift during one of the monthly trips the
Snowboardmg Club took. This year, being the first,
was spent building a foundation for the future, with
the ultimate goal of getting as many people as
possible up on the slopes ready to talk about God.
One goal is to increase the number of members by
five each year the club is in effect.
Bruin Hosts, Cheerleaders,
Courtside Chaos and Pep
Band all bring their own
contributions and talents to
basketball games at Fox.
The Brum Hosts volunteer







spirit by dressing up in gold
and blue and supporting
the teams in their own
creative style. The Pep Band
provides great music during
the game. Each of these
groups contribute a unique
characteristic that makes







Above: Members of the cheerleading squad this year were Mindy Hansen,
Jessica Nelson, Debra Unruh, Lisa Misek, Darla Phillips, Ashley Ringo,
Grade Morell, Lacey Stroda, Kelly Gill, and Christina Cournia. Mindy said
that this was an amazing year, that the girls were great and, even though it was rough
being the first year, they are looking forward to continuing next year.
VIZ
Bruin Hosts
Right: Bruin Hosts Melissa
Workman, David Malcolm,
and Pam Mavencamp are
passing out programs for a
basketball game. The Bruin Hosts
also help by selling tickets,
assisting spectators, maintaining
the Hospitality Room, and
helping with other needs.
Tons of Fun
Left: Sean Kirk is having some
fun after a basketball game with











win or lose. That is
what we provi'de
and we love
doing ft A lot of
times we have said, the cheerleaders are here
for the fans, but we are here for the players.
In that, everyone is served."
-Jeff Otis
"Courtside Chaos has been an exciting group to
be a part of. We are there to support the teams,
and get school spirit pulsing through the student
body in a crazy and chaotic way! Through the
wacky clothes, break
dancing, flips, and
cheers I think God
has blessed us in
accomplishing those
goals. It is just





Left: The pep band, a group of musically
talented students, took their skills to the courts
of the men's and women's basketball games.
Nathan Shielee said, " It was fun working with
the cheerleaders and with Courtside Chaos to
coordinate each group's role in keeping the
crowd excited."
Their season began with
promise, but due to injuries
of several key players the
season was not as successful
as anticipated, ending with
a 4-14 overall record. This
year's team had only one
senior, Beth Liljenberg,
who was named to the All-
NWC Second Team and to
the All-West Region Third
Team. She was also named
the team's Outstanding
Defensive Player.
Goalkeeper Cori Wulf was
awarded NWC Honorable
Mention and was named
the team MVP and Most
Inspirational Player. Sara
Oates was named Outstanding
Offensive Player whileJenn
Tyhurst and Sarah Stark
shared Rookie of the Year
honors. The season ended with





George Fox University Team
Above: (l-r): Front: Carice Fell, ShaydaRohani, Brooke Pitner, Erin
Carlsen. Middle. Andea Trader, Dessa Bingleyjill Steinfeld, Vickie
Hawkins, Mindy Venable, Coach Byron Shenk. Back: Sara Oates, Kristen
Gooch, Cori Wulf, Gloria Blackwell, Melissa Tittle. Not pictured: Beth
Liljenberg, Sarah Stark, Jenn Tyhurst, Nicole Fitzhugh, and Sarah Jones.
Pushing The Limits
Right: Sophomore Brooke
Pitner scored the winning goal in
the 2-1 win over California-Santa
Cruz. Brooke has been awarded tl
"Player of the Week/' Ranked 1 5f
on the GFU all-time points list,
Brooke is also tied for 12th in goal
and tied for 16th in assists.
Season To Remember
Below Left: Cori Wulf, a junioi
goalie, is a key player and leader fc
the women's soccer team. She is
the 3rd all-time in shutouts. She
said, "This season for me was not
about our record, it was about




1 1 IC i V IdJ LC 1 J W (lot) 7-1
Trinity Western L 0-2
Cal-Santa Cruz W 2-1
Cal 5t.-Hayward W 2-0
Western Oregon L 0-3
Pacific L 1-3
Puget Sound L 0-4








Pacific Lutheran L 0-1
Puget Sound L 0-3
Whitman L 0-1
Whitworth L 0-1
Home games in bold
Taking Control
Left: The lone senior, Beth Liljenberg
continues her fight for the Bruins. Beth is well-
known as the finest defender. Stepping in the
starting lineup her freshman year, she ends her
four year career with a Bruin record for the
fewest goals allowed. Beth has been a great
asset to the team and her presence will be hard
to replace.
Clinching 2nd place in the
conference was not quite
enough to earn a spot in the
NCAA Championships.
However, the season ended on
a high note as the Bruins
surpassed 2001 expectations.
Picked to finish 7th in the
league, Fox instead posted
some impressive wins, including
a 4-0 shutout of Whitworth
and a 13-2 pounding of Walla
Walla that tied for the 8th most
points scored in a game
nationally. The Bruins finished





tandem and each earned NWC
"Player of the Week" awards.
Brownlee ranked 1st in points
in the league and broke the
single-season record for assists
with 13. Erickson placed 1st in
goals per game and 2nd in





Above: (l-r): Back: Andrew Paine, Craig Laughland, Nick Chapman,
Merrick Brownlee, Nigel Hunter, Bryan Erickson, Greg Cobb. Middle:
Coach Manfred Tschan, Jon Castillo-Miller, Chris Waters, Max Sorensen,
Adam Moore, Derek Dougherty, Jesse Rasmussen, Jesse Johnson. Front-
Trevor Combs, Jason Kintner, Nathan Chamberlain, Ron Besser,
Drew Hester, Andrew Uhacz, Ryan Hiebert.
It's a Shutout!
Right: Ron Besser dives over a
teammate for a nice save during
practice. As a second year goalie,
Ron has been an integral part of
the team's success. This year he
ranked 1st in shutouts and 3rd in
saves and saves per game.
Going for the Goal
Left:
w
This year was very satisfying
after three years of
underachievment. Although it was
frustrating to get second in the
league when we knew we could
have won, it was fun to do so much
better than we were expected to










































Home games in bold
Look of Determination
Left: Derek Dougherty looks on as
Nick Chapman takes care of the ball.
Nick placed 10th in goals this year and
Nigel tied a George Fox single-game
record with 4 assists in one game
against Walla Walla.
Women's volleyball had an
outstanding season with an
overall record of 19-5, and
a 10-1 record at home. This
record earned the team
third place in the NWC, a
major turn-around from the
2000 season. Three of the
Lady Bruins earned All-
NWC Honors. Junior
Mindi Cotner was named







mention. The team's focus
for the season was taken
from Ecclesiastes 9:10, which
says "Whatever your hand
finds to do, do it with all
your might."
No Goal Too High
Right: With a little step to her
jump, Nicole Bostic proves that
no ball is too high for her. She
ended the season with 400 digs,
933 attacks, and 278 kills. You
won't get a ball past this one.
Ready and Waiting
Left: "People called us over-
acheivers, but it was really just an
example of what a bunch of
hard-working and dedicated
individuals can do when they
combine their talents and tackle
their goals together. That's what
playing volleyball is all about."
- Heidi Vanderstoep
What the game is
all about. What's Bruin
The Team
Above: (l-r): Back; coach Steve Grant, Heidi Vanderstoep, Brandy Mailer,
Lacey Langmade, Jeni Nelson, Shelly Schultens, Hannah Gunderson,
Lynette Domench, Jamie Schuknecht, Michelle Forbes, Stephanie Reedal,
assistant coach Alike McConaughey. Front: Brand! Hess, Mindi Cotner,













Puget Sound L 0-3
Colorado College w 3-2
Linfield w 3-0
Pacific Lutheran w 3-1
Lewis & Clark w 3-0
Pacific w 3-0




Puget Sound w 3-1
Linfield L 1-3
Pacific Lutheran w 3-2
Pacific w 3-0
Lewis & Clark w 3-0
Home games in bold
V
A Little Team at Work
Left: Who ever said that two is not
better than one? Shelly Schultens
and Brandy Mailer prove that a little
teamwork gets the job done. Never
underestimate the power of two.
Few people would disagree
that this was a building
season for the men's cross
country team. With several
of the experienced players
being injured or not
returning for various reasons,
the team had barely enough
runners to qualify.
Fortunately, the men picked
up senior Forrest Towne in
the middle of the season.
Other new runners included
freshmen Rob Gaslin and
Kris Clifton and
Sophomore Chris Kelley,
who is completely new to
cross country. This year's best
course for the men has been
the Willamette University
course. All of the men's
runners set their season





Right: Senior Nate Paisley and
freshman Rob Gaslin run in a pac
of runners from Pacific University
and other schools. This race endec
up being the smallest race of the
season with only 66 total
participants.
New Experiences
Left: "Personally, coming out of a
small high school program into the
collegiate level was a BIG jump, bi
I was glad to have the opportunity
to be on a team with the small
numbers and the great support"
- Kris Clifton.
The Team
Above: (l-r): Back: Chris Kelley, Matt Burg, Forrest Towne, and Kris
Clifton. Front: Rob Gaslin, Nate Paisley, and Mike Owen. Matt was
recognized by teammates and coach as the Most Improved player as well as the MVP.
Despite an injury, Mike was voted Most Inspirational. Nate and Forrest were both


























Was good the NWr)




































































































Left: Liz Clark and Jessica Baynes, both in
their first year with the Bruins, enjoy a
moment together. Clark and Baynes, along
with fellow newcomers Melissa Alexander,
Mandy Dunham, Sarah Myhre and Kellie
Thomas, provided valuable contributions to
the team.
An up-and-down
season for the Bruins gave
George Fox fans plenty of





scoring and Sean Linder's
fearless attacks on the basket
ignited the crowd
throughout the season.
Melvin, who led the team in
scoring, ranked 1 1th in the
conference in scoring and
finished his four-year career
13th on the school's all-time
Men's
scoring list. Though the
effort put forth did not
always translate into wins,
the men showed a
character and hustle that




this year's Bruin team
easy to cheer for.
Basketball
2001-02 Men's Basketball
Above: (l-r): Back: Assistant coach Mitch Ratzlaff, Woodley Polynice, Brett
Yeager, Mark Gayman, Bryan Wadlowjered Gritters, Zach Hollin, Steve
LeasureJohn Macy, head coach Mark Sundquist. Front: Assistant coach Justin
Sherwood, Nathan Mansfield, Kenny Macy, Tony Walther, Travis Melvin,
James Macy, Jeff Greene, Sean Under, MarkJohnson.
Oh Brother!
Right: SeniorJames Macy, the
oldest of the three Macy
brothers on the team, converts
a fastbreak layup.
Fearless
Left: Senior Travis Melvin,
who earned All-Conference
Honorable Mention,
aggressively attacks the rim on












Holy Names L 70-76
Pacific Lutheran L 86-91
Puget Sound L 97-106
Lewis & Clark L 77-102
Linfield L 96-115




Lewis & Clark L 78-95
Pacific L 69-73
Pacific Lutheran L 75-84
Northwest Christian L 85-89




Home games in bold
Flyin'
Left: Senior Woodley Polynice's
athletic forays to the hoop always
succeeded in exciting the Brum fans.
According to Laura
Steenson, "This softball
season was a tough one.
After graduating four starters
and with only one pitcher,
we had a tough row to hoe."
Despite these challenging
circumstances, throughout
the season the players kept
the team together and
finished on a high note with
a win against Lewis and
Clark. They finished the
season with a conference
record of 6-14 and an
overall record of 9-17. This
record placed them sixth
Softball
A challenging
season is met with
determination.
overall in the Northwest
Conference. During the
season, Cori Wulf and
Laura Steenson each
received special honors as




Above: Kim Backhaul, Laura Steenson, and Cori Wulf are waiting for the ball
to come their way. They're determined not to let it past them no matter how hard
the other team tries.
Ready and Waiting
Right: This ball doesn't stand a
chance when Sarah Camp
comes to bat. Being the only
left-handed batter gives her the
advantage when up against the
pitcher.
A Tough One
Left: "Our season consisted of
many challenges; however, we
prevailed and ended our season




Lewis and Clark L 0-1
Lewis and Clark L 3-7
Pacific W 8-2
Pacific W 10-0
Colorado Coll. w 8-0
California Luth. w 4-1
Redlands w 3-2
Chapman University L 4-5
Puget Sound L 0-2
Puget Sound L 2-3









Pacific Lutheran L 0-10
Pacific Lutheran L 0-8
Pacific Lutheran L 1-6
Pacific University L 1-5
Lewis and Clark W 4-3
Lewi's and Clark L 4-5
Lewis and Clark W 7-6
Home games in bold
Go Team!
Left: A few of the women show that sometimes a
little pep talk and group planning is needed during a
game. This offers a time to meet together with the
team to talk about what is working and what is not.
Softball Roster
Kim Backhaul Laura Steenson, Bethany Kim,
Sarah Camp, Talle Thompson, Carice Fell,
Laurie Wing, Jennifer Kennedy, Dessa Bingley,
Cori Wulf, Lauren Stelzenmueller, Ellen
Sickler
With the strength and
maturity of this year's
lineup, the team began the
season with a positive
outlook and strong hopes
for the Northwest
Conference crown. The
team won this title and
entered the Midwest
Regionals as the #6 seed.
They were eliminated by St.
Thomas in the second
round, finishing the
regional in 4th place. The
Bruins finished the season
with a 27-15 overall record
(16-7 NWC). Coach Pat
Bailey was named NWC
"Coach of the Year" and







Above: (l-r): Back Grady Shaver, Seann Hammonjosh Sargent, Nathan Green, Scott
Hyde, Jimmie Baynes, Greg Dombek, Brad Aeschliman, Thomas Chivers, and Bryan
Manor. Middle: Assistant Coach Mike Thompson, Head Coach Pat Bailey, Kyle Koontz, Eric
Bell, Kyle Langeliers, Mike Beck, Cory Dixon, Jake Johnson, Mike Halverson, Assistant
Coach Mike Shear, and Assistant CoachJ.R. Reichenbach. Front: Ryan Dearinger, Travis
Maffey, Stephen Donohue, Kevin Tucker, Luke Wolf, Don Jenkins, Ash Anunsen, J.D.
Russell, David Peterson, andJosh Randall. Not Pictured: Paul Gramenz
Coach's Thought
Right: Head Coach Pat Bailey (fa
right) watches hi's players warm up.
He said, "It is a privilege and an
honor to be the head baseball coacl
at George Fox University. I love our
players and I appreciate how hard
they work. I thank our Lord that He
has given me the opportunity to wo,
at this wonderful school/'
Fast Pitch
Left: Cory Dixon delivers a pitch.
Cory, who was 3rd in the NWC in
appearances (18), 4th in wins, 5th in
innings, and 7th in starts and lowest
opponents' average (.273), was







Western Baptist W 5-1
Western Baptist L 5-7
Whitman W 8-3
Eastern Oregon W 8-3
Eastern Oregon w 8-1





Lewi's & Clark L 4-14
Lewis & Clark W 14-10




Concordia - Portland L 6-10
Puget Sound tilw 14-1
Puget Sound W 12-4




Pacific Lutheran L 5-6
Pacific Lutheran W 14-9







Cal State - Hayward w 6-2
Cal State - Hayward w 5-4
Cal State - Hayward L 4-6
Wisconsin - Stevens Pt. L 3-9
Blackburn w 7-1
St. Thomas L 2-16
Home games in bo
J
Head Start
Left: Greg Dombek takes a walking
lead off first base as he watches his
teammate at the plate.
The story of the women's
track team has been a little
different this year. The
number of people turning
out for the sport was about
the same as usual, but there
were a lot more
underclassmen. Normally
the distribution is about
equal. This year the team
was lucky enough to acquire
Jo Boatright, whose
accomplishments led her to
be named NWC Female
Athlete of the Year.
Boatright, along with
Kelsey Baron, qualified to
compete in the NCAA
Nationals in St Paul
Minnesota. Both women
also received NWC "Athlete
of the Week" honors.
Summing up the season,
coach Wes Cook said, 'The




powerful Track & Field
Team Picture
Above: This year's women line up for a photograph. Distance runner Tori Taylor
was quoted in the school newspaper about her favorite aspect of track and field.
She said, "It is exciting when you watch how much effort a teammate puts into their
event on a daily basis in practice and then see it all come together in a meet.
"
Need for Speed
Right: Michelle Forbes shows
how it is done. This effort was a
part of the 1 00m dash at the
Pacific Lutheran Invitational.
Forbes' personal record for the




carefully as she throws the shot
put. She is the team's top athlete
in this event, with a personal
record of 36' 10".
Season Bests
Event Mark Athlete
High Jump 57" Jo Boatn'ght
Pole Vault 10'6" Helena Telfer
Longjump 18 6" Jo Boatn'ght
TripleJump 39' 1" Kelsey Baron
Shot Put 36'3" Arlene Burnham
Discus 100'5" Amy Watson
Javelin 122'4" Gfna Coolen
Hammer 14T9" Erin Paisley
100m Dash 13.10 Melissa Matthews
200m Dash 26.90 Melissa Matthews
400m Dash 61.79 Jenn Tyhurst
800m Run 2:31.45 Beth Moyer
1500m Run 5:01.53 Beth Moyer
3000m Run 10:56.90 Janelle Goeres
5000m Run 18:50.74 Janelle Goeres
10,000m Run 39:12.60 Janelle Goeres
100m Hurdles 14.84 Jo Boatn'ght
2000m Steeplechase 7:49.27 Beth Moyer
3000m Steeplechase 11:24.31 Ton Taylor
Heptathlon 4165 Jo Boatn'ght









Left: Brooke Pitner receives the handoff from Kelsey
Baron during a 4 x 100m relay. Along with Michelle
Forbes and Melissa Matthews, the women made up a
winning relay team. Baron also earned All-American
honors by placing seventh in the longjump at the NCAA
Division III National Championships.
The story of men's
track and field has been one
of heroes who are mostly
underclassmen, rather than
traditional upperclassmen
leaders. Coach Wes Cook
saicTWe have some very
good young talent/' An
example is freshman Matt
Gassaway, who finished
ninth in the javelin at the
NCAA Division III National
Championships in St Paul,
Minnesota. Gassaway also
earned NWC "Athlete of the
Week" honors earlier in the
season. Sophomore Ben
Men's
Salisbury also qualified for
national competition in the
200m dash. With so much
young talent, the Bruins are
sure to see more successful
seasons in the future.
Not for the faint
of heart Track
Team Picture
Above: Despite the hard work and dedication that was put into a successful season,
the men's team had plenty of time to enjoy their time together. Demonstrating his
light-hearted attitude, team chaplain Neil Cantrall had this to say about his overall
exxpenence:
wMy name is Neil and I am a slow sprinter. GFU track has molded me
into the man that I am today. Without this track team I would probably be lying in
a ditch, rolling around in mud and slime, and speaking rudimentary Spanish/'
HighJump
Right: Bret Yeager, who
qualified for the NWC playoffs,
bends over backwards to get over
the high jump bar. Yeager's
personal record in the event is
6'4".
TripleJumper
Left: Brian Wadlow shows the
intensity of a successful triple
jump. Qualifying for the
conference playoffs was easy for
Wadlow, who is the season record
holder for the men's team with a
jump of44'5.5".
> "ft-
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Season Bests
Event Event Event
High Jump 67.75" BretYeager
Pole Vault 13'6" Keith Christiansen
Longjump 22' 11.25" Jon Robinson
Triple Jump 44'5.5" Bryan Wadlow
Shot Put 417.25" Darin Krueger
Discus 120'2" Darin Krueger
Javelin 202 7" Matt Gassaway
Hammer 156'5" Darin Krueger
100m Dash 10.99 Jon Robinson
200m Dash 21.77 Ben Salisbury
400m Dash 49.03 Ben Salisbury
800m Run 2:00.6 Zach Smith
1500m Run 4:11.26 Michael Owen
5000m Run 15:53.9 Michael Owen
10,000m Run 35:15.7 Michael Owen
100m Hurdles 15.58 Tevin Taylor
400m Hurdles 57.97 Tevm Taylor
3000m Steeplechase 9:39.34 Michael Owen
Decathlon 5819 Tevm Taylor









Left: Zach Davidson, captain of the men's team, clears
hurdles fn a meet held at Pacific Lutheran. Davidson
mainly participates in sprinting, but has also done long
jump, shot put, and discus.
The 2002 Lady Brums have
had a season that is not to
be soon forgotten. This
team has persevered
through many trials and the
rewards have begun to pay
off. While their record was
not outstanding, the spirit
and drive of these women
earned them respect and
praise from all around
when they pulled together
to overcome a spring break
van accident which left
several of the girls injured.
Despite the accident, which
left only six medically-
cleared players for the
NWC Tournament, the
girls ended the season
with an 8-9 record (their
best ever) and a 7th place







Above: Anne Robinson watches her partner Stephanie Selid return a voffey.
These talented tennis players won the doubles tournament during their final
tournament at Willamette University,
Ace?
Right: Sophomore Stephanie
Selid prepares to serve up a
potential point Stephanie took
second place for singles at the
indoor court competition.
Determination
Left: Lisa Trefts, a sophomore,
struggles to keep the ball in play.
Trefts, the number one player for
the Lady Bruins, was named to
the All-Northwest Conference










Lewis and Clark w 5-4
Southern Oregon L 1-8
Puget Sound L 2-7





Pacific Lutheran L 3-6
Willamette W 6-3
Home matches in bold
Concentration
Left: Heidi Stagge hits a powerful forehand
across the net to her opponent. Only a
freshman, Stagge ranked number four in singles
play and number two in doubles play with her
partner Lisa Trefts.
Women's Tennis Roster
Ken Ingraham, Rebecca Kromer, Katie
Metier, Kristin Miller, Anne Robinson,
Stephanie Selid, Heidi Stagge, Lisa Trefts,
Marcy Walter.
This year saw a 50 percent
increase in the size of the
men's tennis roster, as well
as the arrival of some
talented newcomers.
Unfortunately, this season
also saw a lot of rained out
matches and rescheduling.
These two factors were seen
clearly when the team took
the top four singles matches,
and the George Fox
University Bruins captured
their first men's tennis
match of the season with a
4-3 decision over the Pacific
Men's
University Boxers at Fox on
March 21. That Northwest
Conference encounter was
the make-up of a match
originally scheduled for March
9, which ended up being
postponed twice.





Above: Rick Cruz, head coach of both the men's and women's tennis teams,
watches his team members play from outside the tennis cages. One can only
imagine the strategies playing through his mind.
Wait for It
Right:Jaredjost prepares to
smack the ball over the net in a
singles match. Jost holds the #4
position on the team..
No Guts, No Glory
Left: Derek Dougherty
connects the ball to his racket
as he makes a broad stroke to
counter his opponent. You can









Lewis and Clark L 1-6
Seattle L 2-5
Linfield L 0-7
Lewis and Clark L 1-6
Pacific W 4-3
Puget Sound L 0-7








Home matches in bold
Smooth Move
Left:Joe Gonzales calmly lines up the
swing, effectively killing his c pponent's
hopes to sneak it past him. He is the team's
top player, and was nominated to the All-




Dougherty, Joe Gonzales, Yu Shoji,
Paul Headley,JeremyJohnston, Jared
Jost, David Neagle, Charles Weathers.
*
... and now it's time for the end.
" Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly as you teach and
admonish one another with all wisdom and as you sing psalms,
hymns, and spiritual songs with gratitude in your hearts to God
— Colossians 3:16
George Fox
As we take a look at what is going on
around us, notjust at school but also in
the world, we meet many people, tell
and hear many stories, and experience!
many things that the world has to of-
fer. So whether you are still at school
here at George Fox or are someday
working yourjob in NewYork, we hope
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Anderson, Joseph 8
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Anderson, Sarah 8
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Atay, Jesse 5, 38
Avey, Christina 40
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Bates, Bradley 9, 123
Bates, Kelsey 9, 83
Baugh, Jason
Bault, Katie 40, 96
Baynes, Jessica 9, 112, 113
Baynes, Jimmie 9, 1 18
Bean, Michael 9
Bearden, Heather
Beardsley, Steven 9, 123
Beasley, Kareena 40
Beatty, Doug 9

























Billings, Tyler 1 0, 59
Bilyeu, Shonna
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Book, Heather 10, 84
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Clark, Jennifer
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Cook, Rachel 11, 13
Cooke, Mindy 38
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Cotner, Mindi 38, 1 06
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Davis, Christina 41, 121
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Dil low, Jesse 14
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Dorsey, Sarah 14
Dorsey, Valerie 14, 63, 90
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Dougan, Steven 1
5
Dougherty, Derek 1 5, 32, 1 04,
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Douglas, Jennifer




Dufour, Amy 5, 15, 22
Dunham, Amanda 15,112,113
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Eisele, Martha 15, 37
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Ellingsworth, Carmen 38
Ellingsworth, Debbie 38
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Engel, Sarai 38,97
Englen, Andrew 15, 66, 70
Enomoto, Saiki 15, 59
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Flores, Michelle 16, 106
Fong, Amy 1
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Forbes, Michelle 16, 120, 121
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Foster, Abigail 16, 86, 87
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Frank, Angie 16, 94, 106
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Free, Bryan 16, 42
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Gale, Christina 17, 95
Gale, Jennifer 42
Gardner, Angie 42, 85
Garrett, Andrew 15, 51, 82, 94
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Goin, Nathan 17, 35
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Grable, Laura 18, 83
Grable, Sam 18
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8
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Haywood, Desiree 19, 90
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9
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Jackson, Melissa 20, 59
James-Conrade, Rachel 38
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Jenkins, Don 20, 94, 118
Jensen, Jenice 44
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Johnson, Kyle 21
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Johnson, MarkS. 21,31,66,83
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Jones, Kathleen 38
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King, Sandy 22, 85
Kingery, Jamie 45
Kingston, Cortney 22
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Lafolette, Tim 22, 66, 67, 70, 96
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Vogt, Julia 35, 80, 81, 92
Vollmer, Jennifer 1 1, 35
Von Gunten, Sarah 35
Voth, Elizabeth 39
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Wallace, Brandon 2, 13, 35, 62,
70, 94
Walson, Christopher 35
Walter, Marcy 21, 50, 125





Waters, Christopher 35, 104
Watson, Amy 35, 121
Watson, Grant 35
Watson, Luke 35, 59
Watson, Matt 39, 83
Watson, Sarah 35
Way, Matthew 50











Welstad, Kyle 27, 33, 36, 59, 75
Welstad, Sarah 34, 36, 72, 83, 101
West, Deveny 22, 36




White, Daniel 28, 50, 94
White, Laura 36
Whitecavage, Jaime 50.51
Whittakerjoann 11, 35, 39
Widmer, Jace 36
Wigi'ngton, Jonathan 36
Wilcox, Cherish 31, 50
Wilcox, Jennifer 36, 90
Wilkinson, Benjamin 36, 59, 83
Williams, Carla 39
Williams, Christine 36
Williams, Jessica 39, 106
Williams, Travis 36, 94
Williams, Lindsay 50
Williams, Timothy 50, 72, 82




Wilson, Malorie 36, 37
Wilton, Travis 36, 92, 93
Wimber, Christian 36
Wing, Laurie 31, 36, 117
Winstead, Bethany 36, 95
Wintersteen, Andrew 36
Wismer, Fred 36
Wold, David 39, 85
Wolf, Lucas 39, 118
Woods, Angela 36, 96
Worcester, Andrea 36
Workman, Melissa 36, 97, 100







Wulf, Corf 36, 82, 102, 116, 117
Wulff, Crystal 39, 94, 95









Yoo, Sun Young 37
York, Kelli 37
Younce, Lindsay 37, 66, 68, 70, 71
Young, Benjamin 37
Ytree/de, Darbi 50, 82, 83
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Zia, David 37, 39
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Thank You
As editors of the L'ami,
we are proud to ann a
very succesful year. With
new equipment and
fabulous staff members,
we've been delighted at
the progress and results of
this year. As we've
explored the theme "What's Bruin?" we've
attempted to include a fresh look at the people,
stories, and experiences which make up life at
George Fox. We couldn't have done it without all
the help we received from other people. A special
thank you goes out first and foremost to those five
staff members who have made this year wonderful.
We would also like to thank our adviser Colin
Miller, the Central Committee (especially
communications directorjohn Felton), our Herff
Jones rep Annette Johnson, University
Communications (Blair Cash, Anita Cirulis, and
Diane Funderhide), the ASC darkroom staff, and, of
course, all of the students, faculty, and staff who
have contributed quotes, pictures or have otherwise
helped us out. Thank you all for contributing to the
success of this book.
— Rachel Moskowitz and Amanda Keaton,
2001-2002 Editors
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